WAYS PEACE AND CONFLICT STUDIES STUDENTS RISE

RESEARCH:
• United States Institute for Peace, Washington, D.C.

INTERNSHIPS:
Congressional intern for Congressman Ron Barber, Washington, D.C. • refugee rights and legal aid intern, Berkeley, Calif. • California Coalition for Women Prisoners, Calif. • development and human resource fellow, Fair Girls, Washington, D.C. • land protection associate, Western Reserve Land Conservancy, Oberlin, Ohio • Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, Santa Barbara, Calif. • legislative intern, Office of U.S. Senator Sherrod Brown • conflict resolution specialist, Asian Pacific American Dispute Resolution Center, Calif. • domestic peacebuilding intern, Alliance for Peacebuilding, Washington, D.C. • public outreach intern, Rosborough Communications, Baltimore

STUDY AWAY:
• Center for Global Education at Augsburg College, Social Change in Central America: Exploring Peace, Justice, and Community Engagement, Central America
• School for International Training, Peace and Conflict Studies in the Balkans, multi-country
• Brethren College Abroad, Phillips University, Marburg, Germany
• Butler University Study Abroad, University of Havana, Cuba

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING:
In order to provide students with practical experience, all Peace and Conflict Studies students spend at least one winter term experience, a study away, or summer experience focusing on skills directly related to the concentration. Oberlin College is fortunate to have many alumni working in the area of peace and conflict studies. A generous financial gift from the Class of 1958 can be used to help defer the expenses of students who partake of this experience.

FIRST DESTINATIONS OF PEACE AND CONFLICT STUDIES MAJORS:
• Graduate Schools: PhD in environmental psychology at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst; master of development practice, Department of Economics and International Development at UC Berkeley; MPH in heath behavior at UNC Chapel Hill; PhD in social psychology at the University of Kansas
• Positions: Mount Vernon Leadership Fellowship, Washington, D.C.; Fulbright English teaching assistant, Mexico; admissions counselor, University of Wisconsin, Madison; service coordinator, Community Access, Bronx, N.Y.; land protection associate; teacher/mentor, Fusion Academy, San Mateo, Calif.; contributing writer, BuddyTV, N.Y.; recruiting coordinator, Microsoft, Wash.; Instructor, Stone Barns Center for Food and Agriculture, Tarrytown, N.Y.; Baltimore Corps Fellow, Baltimore; program associate, New Economy Project, N.Y.; researcher in Islamic Friendship Studies, Oberlin College; English teacher, Greece; complexity intern, Alliance for Peacebuilding, Washington, D.C.